This is what your assembled DRACULA Paper Foldable Candy Dispenser will look like!

Cut along solid black outline

Fold on dotted lines

Tape or glue tabs to the insides

Print template on sturdy paper

Q: HOW CAN YOU TELL IF A VAMPIRE HAS A COLD?

A: HE STARTS COFFIN

cafe mom
This is what your assembled **FRANKENSTEIN** Paper Foldable Candy Dispenser will look like!

Q: **WHAT DO YOU DO WITH A GREEN MONSTER?**

A: **WAIT UNTIL IT RIPS**
This is what your assembled **MUMMY** Paper Foldable Candy Dispenser will look like!

- Cut along solid black outline
- Attach arm sides together
- Fold on dotted lines
- Tape or glue tabs to the insides
- Print template on sturdy paper

**Q:** WHY DON’T MUMMIES TAKE VACATIONS?

**A:** THEY'RE AFRAID TO UNWIND!